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RCA Form 

TRACKING NUMBER:  705469  Critical NC           Noncritical NC    

CALIBRATING TECHNICIAN:  Tim A Tabet Technician Risk Rating:  5 
 

DATE OF REVIEW QAT TYPE OF REVIEW 
20221118 Kevin Miller Annual PR 
LABEL NUMBER PART NUMBER JCN 
M311650 3458A OPT002, H01 20221103PA2020 
NOMENCLATURE Equip Reliability % Equip Risk Rating K-PROCEDURE 
Digital Multimeter 100 1 33K8-4-551-1 

 
QNC/PNC Code Selected 

* L01 :  Automated calibration software not verified. 

Nonconformity (State the NC; be clear and concise):  The technician failed to verify the currency of the CPIN he used to 
calibrate the SR 1060 set needed to calibrate current on the unit.  

Background (optional -if needed to describe the situation leading up to NC):        

QAT observations made while observing the suspect process.  This is mandatory for every critical NC identified during a 
QR.  Do not divulge the nonconforming condition.  IAW T.O. 33K8-4-551-1 paragraph 3.9 the technician is required to 
calibrate the resistance standard IAW T.O. 33K8-4-1-1. Paragraph 3.12 tells you to "Verify that T.O. 33K8-4-9003-10 is 
the most recent version per the AF TO/CPIN Catalog or equivalent. The technician read this as part of the preliminary steps 
of the T.O. and then forgot to actually do it when the time came.   

NC Code Risk Rating:  3 

NC/RC History Analysis 

Technician (this will assist in determining the “Technician Risk Rating” listed above):  The technician had one other 
instance of an L01 NC occuring in the past 12 months. This was discussed in the other L01 RCA for this item.  

Equipment (this will assist in determining the “Equipment Reliability %” and “Equip Risk Rating” listed above):  The test 
instrument had nothing to do with this NC.  

Section (if applicable):  There have been no other instances similar to this in the K1/K8 area in the past year.  

Laboratory (if applicable):  There has only been one other L01 NC in the past 12 months and it just happened to be this 
technician. This was discussed in the other L01 RCA for this item.  

Previous Corrective Actions (if applicable):        

PROCESS/ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS 

RCA meeting will include the Quality Assurance Technician, Lead Technician and Technician who performed the work.  
Other parties may participate in the RCA if appropriate. 

List the root causes possible for this nonconformity: 

1. H01 : Human error: When all equipment, technical data, training and other factors are adequate. When another 

2. H02 : Improper Action: When all equipment, technical data, training and other factors are adequate. The 

3.  T07 : Technician does not demonstrate task competency (task certified in this laboratory). 

4.  Choose an item. 
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RCA Form 

Identify the most likely root cause from the possible causes and explain why you selected it. 

Root Cause Code selected:  H01 : Human error: When all equipment, technical data, training and other factors are adequate. 
When another 

Reason for selection:  The technician checked the date on his original T.O.. He also checked the date on T.O. 33K8-4-1-1 
when he jumped over to that to chart the resistance standard. He read through the preliminary steps of 33K8-4-1-1 and 
knew that he needed to check the CPIN but forgot when the time came to do so.  

RC Code Risk Rating:  1 

Explain why you eliminated the other root causes if there was more than one possibility: 

1.  H02 : Improper Action: When all equipment, technical data, training and other factors are adequate. The  We do not 
feel that the technician intentionally skipped over this step. 

2.   T07 : Technician does not demonstrate task competency (task certified in this laboratory).  This was discussed but was 
ruled out as the technician did everything correct when charting the resistance standard, he just forgot to verify the CPIN.  

3.   Choose an item.        

Cite your corrective action/solution for the nonconformity and explain why you selected it:  The CPIN was verified to be 
the most current. 

Was the corrective action fully accomplished?  Yes     No  

If no, was follow-up action added to the QSL under the follow-up tab?  Yes     No  

Additional Info:        

Overall Nonconformity Risk Assessment: 10 

Preventive Action: 

  Preventive Action required, Explain why:  This NC will be briefed in the monthly QA briefing.  

  Preventive Action not required, Explain why:        

Was the Preventive Action fully accomplished?  Yes     No  

If no, was follow-up action added to the QSL under the follow-up tab?  Yes     No  

Additional Info:        

 
Recall Determination: 

  Recall required, Explain why:        

  Not required, Explain why:  Recall was not required as the technician performed the charting of the resistance standard 
correcctly, he just forgot to verify the CPIN.  

If recall is required was the follow-up action added to the QSL under the follow-up tab?  Yes     No  

Signatories: 
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RCA Form 

12/8/2022

X Timothy A. Tabet
Process Owner

Signed by: TABET.TIMOTHY.A.1205311544  

12/8/2022

X Kevin D Miller
Quality Assurance Technician

Signed by: MILLER.KEVIN.DOUGLAS.1208505935  
12/9/2022

X Peter Newlun
Peter Newlun
Technologist/Lead Technician
Signed by: NEWLUN.PETER.L.JR.1089347382  

12/8/2022

X Darryl Hewitt
Darryl Hewitt
PMEL Quality Manager
Signed by: HEWITT.DARRYL.L.1027279186  

Site Manager 

Measurement Area Assessment: 

Did critical nonconformity increase the Risk Level of the Measurement Area?  Yes     No  

Explain:        

Other PMEL Manager Comments:  The risk level was in the moderate range for this RCA. While this calibration is long 
and you jump from one T.O. to another it is understandable that one could miss a step like this. However, while it is 
understandable it is not excusable. The technician's attention to detail will need to improve.   

12/9/2022

X Brian MacDonald
Brian MacDonald
Patrick SFB PMEL Manager
Signed by: MACDONALD.BRIAN.W.1039515128  


